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Notes/Summary: 

Co-fac (co-facilitator from Ireland): reads through draft text.  

Norway: proposes additional paragraph in relation to the follow up work of the SBI 

Australia: proposes changes to Para. 4 

Costa Rica: supports Australia’s proposal 

US: supports Australia’s proposal, asks for clarity on Norway’s proposal with regards to national 
positions 

Co-fac: we now have three options in Para 4 

Costa Rica: would like to go with the Australia proposal 

Co-fac: back to the Norway-suggested text 

Norway clarifies 

US: reclarify 

Norway: we would like to encourage Parties to consider diff gender considerations in their 
preparations before leaving for the COP, in order to seek out the diff gender work that is going 
on, because it is kind of spread out in the constituted bodies 

US: that is helpful 



EU: any other things on the Norway suggestion? Okay. Next. 

Costa Rica: Go to Para 2, draft conclusions for the COP – term “constituted terms of reference” 
is not something we’re used to, proposes a different wording (also proposal of Peru) 

Malawi: support Costa Rica proposal – we were also wondering how we were to develop the 
terms of reference as the SBI,  

EU: Expresses support for all Parties. Asks question about “country” regarding the EU. 

Sudan: associates statements with Malawi 

Australia: support Costa Rica proposal 

Co-fac: clarifies how member States, including EU, would consider gender 

Mozambique: requests changes 

Co-fac: my initial thoughts is that it echoes what the GAP does 

Nigeria: suggestion on Norway’s proposal – take out the “national” 

Co-fac: any thoughts on that? 

Norway: we’re fine with that 

Malawi: in line with Mozambique, we may want to recall those decisions (we want to continue 
to implement), the example Mozambique is one (disaggregated data, engagement) the other is 
(missed this) 

Co-fac: we have Para 3 which says…I think we’re already asking for this 

Mozambique: I think the difference is in the sex-disaggregated data. 

Co-fac: not sure we need to 

Uganda: Supports ideas raised by Mozambique. All that we have supported is in Para 3.  

Co-fac: Agrees. Okay? Okay. Need to move on. Remove brackets? 

Costa Rica: Yes 

Ethiopia: Yes – remove brackets.  

Co-fac: Moves on with edits. 

US: I’d like to come back to text proposed by Norway. 

Co-fac: going through everything else but will come back. 



US: okay 

Co-fac: Accept the text from Costa Rica? 3…2…1. “Okay, no. You had your chance.” [laughs 
from room] 

Zimbabwe: sees a disjoint, we normally refer to elements rather than terms of reference in 
review, suggest we talk about developing elements for COP 25 and then the review for COP 26 

Co-fac: clarifies, I might just pause your Q until I get the attn of the Secretariat, goes to Australia 

Australia: Para 3 in line with Para 2, question of whether we need reviews before June, synthesis 
report would be considered as inputs to the review on LWPG? 

Co-fac: Parties will make submissions which will go into the synthesis report and that synthesis 
report will go into the review. Go back to Zimbabwe question. The review to be carried out at 
COP 25 will be carried out on the basis of the synthesis report. 

Peru: What is difference between Para 6 of the SBI conclusions and Para 3 of this 

Australia: also thinks Para 3 can be deleted 

Co-fac: Para 3 deleted. 

Ethiopia: wants “terms of reference” back in Para 2 

Peru: we don’t have any mandate to have “terms of reference” 

Co-fac: wraps up on that, any last thoughts 

US: Unclear “gender considerations” and “positions” is broad. “Gender considerations” could go 
back to Decision 3/CP23. Wants to leave it in brackets. 

Co-fac: Brackets aren’t an option. Want it removed? 

US: yes 

Co-fac: anyone else? 

Norway: [makes suggestion, can’t hear] 

US: What is different about this Para and the GAP? 

Co-fac: In the LWPG, we have encouragements on… “gender considerations”. Come back to 
this at COP25. We don’t need to now because we already have it there. 

Norway: [can’t hear] 

EU: [can’t hear] 



Co-fac: Okay, I think everything else we’re okay on… this might not be true. 

US: clarify what “further information” means in Para 7 

Co-fac: anything that encourages more submissions I’m keen to leave in… 

US: okay 

Co-fac: we need to be clearer about what is going to be said in the review in Para 2. It needs a bit 
at the end for the review to look at these things…  

Costa Rica: also proposal for Peru, support that this gets cleared, happy to make sure language is 
okay, submissions, reports, synthesis reports, all of that is in the review. 

Co-fac: we like Para 2… okay, anything else?... runs thru reading again. Okay. Will submit to 
SBI, thank you all. 

Follow-up: Co-facilitators to submit the draft text to SBI. 

Take Away: The submissions, synthesis report, and review of the GAP and LWPG will 
likely be set into motion via this text this COP. 

 


